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Abstract

We estimate the Gibbs free energy for nonspecific binding (DGNSB) to the Escherichia coli DNA for two regulatory proteins of the

l phage, CI and Cro. By means of a statistical–mechanical approach, we calculate the cI and cro activities associated with the

operator OR of an introduced l phage genome (prophage). In this statistical model we apply in vitro-measured binding free energies
to fit in vivo experimental data for cI and cro activities, respectively, where DGNSB is introduced as a free (fitting) parameter.

Without nonspecific binding included in the model, the quality of the description is fairly poor, whereas data are nicely correlating

with our model with nonspecific binding included over the entire data range. The obtained values of DGNSB are �4:1� 0:9 kcal=mol;
for CI, and �4:2� 0:8 kcal=mol; for Cro. In particular, in a lysogen (�250 CI monomers per cell) we conclude that 86% of the total

CI in the cell is nonspecifically bound, leaving on average around 10 CI dimers freely available in the E: coli cytoplasma. These

findings corroborate the view that due to low free cellular particle numbers a dynamical analysis of genetic regulation at OR and

comparable systems should include a stochastic component. In addition, we perform a stability analysis of the OR system in the

presence of nonspecific binding.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

About 50 years ago, Lwoff observed that a colony of
Escherichia coli cells infected by bacteriophage lambda
(l phage) lysed when irradiated by UV-light (Lwoff,
1953). Since then, numerous details of the l phage and
its pathways have been revealed. Today, we know the
genome and the protein products of the bacteriophage.
Furthermore, an understanding of the genetic network
seems to be attained (Ptashne, 1992).
The fate of a l phage infected bacterium bifurcates in

two directions. Either the l genome is introduced into
the host genome (prophage), whereupon it silently
becomes replicated for generations of E. coli life cycles,
e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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called the lysogenic pathway, or the phage becomes
massively reproduced, on the time-scale of a cell
generation, until the bacterium bursts (lyses) such that
50–100 new phages are released, called the lytic pathway
(see Ptashne, l992 for details).
The right operator ðORÞ of the l phage genome and

the binding of the regulatory proteins CI and Cro to OR

are essential to understand the life cycle of the infected
E. coli bacterium. In particular, OR is believed to be
central for the stability of the switch and for the
turnover to lytic growth (Brooks and Clark, 1967). Two
regulatory proteins, CI and Cro, are able to bind as
dimers to three different binding sites of OR (Fig. 1).
Depending on the specific binding pattern of these
proteins, RNA polymerase (RNAP) may bind
and transcribe in one of two directions from the
OR-associated promoters PRM and PR such that either
cI or cro is transcribed (divergent transcription),
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the OR of the l phage genome. The

operator has three binding sites, OR1; OR2; and OR3; where CI and
Cro dimers are able to bind. PRM and PR indicate the promoter regions

where RNA polymerase binds to initiate transcription of cI and cro

genes. The arrows associated with cI and cro indicate the transcription

direction of these genes, respectively.

1The activity data in absolute amounts are presented in Reinitz and

Vaisnys (1990) with reference to Pakula et al. (1986) and personal

communication between Reinitz/Vaisnys and Pakula.
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respectively. In a lysogen, OR1 and OR2 are usually
occupied by one CI dimer each, exhibiting a cooperative
interaction, and PRM is occupied by RNAP such that CI
is continuously expressed, thereby maintaining repres-
sion of cro. This is an example of an auto-regulating
system, i.e. CI regulates its own synthesis. Auto-
regulation is also the case when Cro is abundant, e.g.
after an induction event, that will block for RNAP
binding at PRM such that only cro transcription is
possible.
In order to quantitatively understand genetic net-

works one needs detailed information about the system
parameters (rate constants, free energies of binding,
etc.), in addition to detailed structural information of its
compartments (Bukau and Horwich, 1998). The past 25
years have provided a growing amount of quantitative
data of the kinetics (Hawley and McClure, 1982; Fong
et al., 1994) and energetics (Takeda et al., 1992; Burz
and Ackers, 1996; Darling et al., 2000b) associated with
OR of the l phage, i.e. there are sufficient and reliable
data to quantitatively model the OR regulatory network.
Whereas in vitro affinity experiments are based on

short DNA sequences containing OR; in vivo experi-
ments usually include the entire E. coli genome
(4:6� 106 base pairs). The system in vivo therefore
features an additional effect, namely that CI and Cro
may also bind outside OR; called nonspecific binding
(NSB) (von Hippel et al., 1974). Furthermore, in vivo
experiments typically provide an estimate of the total
number of proteins per cell (Reinitz and Vaisnys, 1990;
Dodd et al., 2001). However, in a thermodynamical
description it is the free concentration of CI, Cro, and
RNAP that is assumed to be important for specific
binding to OR (Ackers et al., 1982) (see also Eq. (1)).
Thus, in order to provide reliable quantitative informa-
tion about OR in vivo it is essential to obtain a more
quantitative understanding of NSB.
In this work we study the impact of NSB of CI and

Cro repressors on the two activities associated with PRM

and PR measured in vivo. The activities are calculated
by means of a modified version of the statistical-
mechanical approach proposed by Ackers et al. (1982),
such that in addition to the specific binding to OR we
also quantify the NSB of CI and Cro. Based upon
experimentally determined specific protein-DNA bind-
ing affinities of OR; we obtain the free energy upon NSB
(DGNSB) as a free parameter. By fitting our model to
experimental data of CI activity from Dodd et al. (2001)
and Cro activity from Pakula et al. (1986)1 we find
DGNSB of �4:1� 0:9 and �4:2� 0:8 kcal=mol; respec-
tively (Bakk and Metzler, 2004). The significant NSB
strength implies that a large fraction of the proteins in
vivo are nonspecifically bound. Given this quantification
of NSB, we perform a perturbation analysis of the
activities due to the experimental error of the parameters
involved in the model (Bakk et al., 2004a, b). We also
put the protein–DNA binding strength in context with
the c12 and r1 mutants of Dodd et al. (2001).
The novelty of this work is the calculation of the NSB

strength of CI and Cro based upon the most recent and
accurate values of the parameters involved. Further-
more, to our knowledge this is the first attempt to
systematically estimate the error of NSB for CI and Cro.
The previous error-analyses of the OR-system (Bakk et
al., 2004a, b) were performed without NSB, in contrast
to the present work. Compared to the work of Bakk and
Metzler (2004), we now perform a thorough and more
physical derivation of the model, in addition to the
comprehensive error analysis of the NSB and the
promoters activities. The fitting procedure is described
in detail, in addition to a more extensive discussion of
the biological implications of the results (noise, small
free particle numbers, etc.) The discussion of the two cI
mutants in the context of NSB is also new. Moreover,
we present interesting results for the detailed functional
dependence of NSB on the total protein concentration.
2. Modeling the system

To study the binding of proteins to the DNA, both
specifically to OR and nonspecifically, we assume that
the protein associations are in thermodynamical equili-
brium (Ackers et al., 1982). For the specific protein
binding to OR of l phage we apply the statistical–me-
chanical (equilibrium) approach of Ackers et al. (1982).
It is possible to show that the binding of CI dimers
(CI2), Cro dimers (Cro2), and RNAP to OR of phage l
occur in 40 different combinations s (Shea and Ackers,
1985). The associated probability f s for finding the
system in one of these 40 states s is

f s ¼
expð�DGðsÞ=ðRTÞÞ½CI2	

is ½Cro2	
js ½RNAP	ksP

s expð�DGðsÞ=ðRT ÞÞ½CI2	
is ½Cro2	

js ½RNAP	ks
;

ð1Þ
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Table 1

Parameters with error estimates applied in the model (Eqs. (1)–(3))

Parameter Wild typea Errorb

CIc DG1 �12.5 0.3

DG2 �10.5 0.2

DG3 �9.5 0.2

DG12 �2.7 0.3

DG23 �2.9 0.5

Crod DG10 �12.0 0.1

DG20 �10.8 0.1

DG30 �13.4 0.1

DG120 �1.0 0.2

DG230 �0.6 0.2

DG1230 �0.9 0.2

RNAPe DGRM �11.5 0.5

DGR �12.5 0.5

Pf 30 6

NDNA 2.3/2.7g 10%

aExperimental (wild-type) value. CI, Cro, and RNAP data in units

of kcal/mol, P in units of nM, and NDNA is dimensionless.
bExperimental error that corresponds to 67% confidence intervals in

the same unit as the respective parameter.
cProtein–DNA GFEs for CI dimers from Koblan and Ackers (1992)

measured at 37 
C . DG1 is the GFE associated with the binding

between CI and operator site OR1; etc. DG12 is the GFE associated

with cooperative binding between CI and OR1 and OR2; etc.

Experimental data are obtained in vitro in 200 mM KCl, resembling

‘‘physiological’’ conditions (Kao-Huang et al., 1977; Ackers et al.,

1982) (also for Cro and RNAP). Free energy of dimerization is

�11:1kcal=mol (Koblan and Ackers, 1991).
dProtein–DNA binding energies for Cro dimers from Darling et al.

(2000b) measured at 20 
C: Same notation as for the CI with a prime (0)
in the subscript to indicate Cro data. Free energy of dimerization is

�8:7kcal=mol (Darling et al., 2000a).
eRNAP–DNA GFEs from Shea and Ackers (1985).
fFree RNAP concentration is usually assumed to be constant 30 nM

(Ackers et al., 1982; Shea and Ackers, 1985; Aurell et al., 2002),

however, we here investigate the effect of perturbing this parameter

�20%:
gThe average number of DNA-chromosomes in an E. coli bacterium

is 2.3 in the experiment of Dodd et al. (2001) (doubling time of 40 min)

and 2.7 in the experiment of Pakula et al. (1986) (doubling time

33min). The experimental error is assumed to be within 10% (Bremer

and Dennis, 1996).

2For example, the standard free energy of CI association (DGa) for

the monomer–dimer equilibrium 2CI1 !CI2 is defined as

expð�DGa=ðRTÞÞ ¼ ½CI2	=½CI1	
2:
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where R ¼ 8:31 J/(molK) is the gas constant, T ¼ 310K
is the absolute temperature corresponding to physiolo-
gical temperature 37 
C; and DGðsÞ is the Gibbs free
energy difference (binding energy) between state s and
the unoccupied state (s ¼ 1). Both individual binding
affinities and cooperative interactions contribute to the
different DGðsÞ (see Table 1). ½CI2	; ½Cro2	; and [RNAP]
are the free (unbound) concentrations of CI dimers, Cro
dimers, and RNAP, respectively. is 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g; js 2

f0; 1; 2; 3g; and ks 2 f0; 1; 2g are the number of CI dimers,
Cro dimers, and RNAP bound to OR in the state s:
Free monomers and dimers of CI and Cro are

supposed to be in equilibrium with standard free
energies of association2 constants of �11:1 kcal=mol;
for CI (Koblan and Ackers, 1991), and �8:7 kcal=mol;
for Cro (Darling et al., 2000a). The former is measured
at 37 
C; which is the temperature in the experiments we
want to compare with, while the latter value is measured
at 20 
C: We apply a Boltzmann activation factor to
recalculate the equilibrium constant for 37 
C:
The total concentration of CI molecules in the cell, in

monomeric equivalents, yields

½CIt	 ¼ ½CI1	 þ 2½CI2	 þ 2NDNA½V
�1
CI 	

�
X

s

isf s þNbp½CI2	 expð�DGCI
NSB=ðRTÞÞ

 !
;

ð2Þ

where the first and second term on the right-hand side
count the free monomeric and dimeric concentrations,
respectively, and the last term accounts for both the
average number of specifically bound CI dimers at OR

(first part of the last term) and the average number of
nonspecifically bound CI dimers (second part of the last
term). The derivation of the NSB term in Eq. (2) is
performed in Appendix A where Eq. (A.3) is converted
to cellular concentration by dividing by the cellular
volume to take the form expressed in Eq. (2). The
culture in the experiment of Dodd et al. (2001) has a
doubling time of 40 min (I.B. Dodd, pers. comm.) that
corresponds to a cellular volume V CI ¼ 1:13mm3 (Do-
nachie and Robinson, 1987). ½V�1CI 	 ¼ 1:47nM is then the
molar concentration of one particle in the cells of Dodd
et al. (2001). The average number of DNA molecules
(NDNA) present in the E. coli cell is 2.3 (Bremer and
Dennis, 1996) and the number of base pairs of the E. coli

genome ðNbpÞ is 4:6� 106 (Blattner et al., 1997).
Similarly, Eq. (2) yields for Cro

½Crot	 ¼ ½Cro1	 þ 2½Cro2	 þ 2NDNA½V
�1
Cro	

�
X

s

jsf s þNbp½Cro2	 expð�DGCro
NSB=ðRTÞÞ

 !
:

ð3Þ

The doubling time of the culture of Pakula et al. (1986)
is 33min corresponding to a cellular volume V Cro ¼

1:41 mm ð½V�1Cro	 ¼ 1:18 nMÞ and NDNA equals 2.7 (Bre-
mer and Dennis, 1996).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. CI

To estimate the free energy change upon NSB for CI
dimers ðDGCI

NSBÞ we compare our model to experimental
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Fig. 2. Activity of PRM in LacZ units (Dodd et al., 2001) versus total

CI concentration (logarithmic scale). The Cro concentration is zero,

‘‘wild-type’’: experimental data from Dodd et al. (2001); ‘‘best fit’’:

best-fit curve from theoretical expressions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) yielding

DGCI
NSB ¼ �4:1 kcal=mol; (no NSB) theoretical prediction without

nonspecific binding (DGCI
NSB !1).

Fig. 3. Fraction of nonspecifically bound CI and Cro proteins versus

total protein concentration (in monomeric units), respectively. The

curves are based on DGCI
NSB ¼ �4:1 kcal=mol and DGCro

NSB ¼

�4:2kcal=mol; respectively.

Table 2

Best fit of DGNSB in kcal/mol for CI and Cro due to systematical

perturbations of the parameters corresponding to the standard

deviation of the experimental error as listed in Table 1

CI Cro

Parameter þErrora �Errorb Parameter þError �Error

DG1 �4.0 �4.3 DG10 � �

DG2 �4.0 �4.2 DG20 � �

DG3 �
c

� DG30 � �

DG12 �4.0 �4.3 DG120 � �

DG23 � � DG230 � �

DG1230 � �

DGRM � � DGRM � �

DGR �4.4 �3.9 DGR �4.5 �3.8

P � � P � �

NDNA � � NDNA � �

aBest fit of DGCI
NSB when the corresponding parameter is added the

experimental error listed in Table 1.
bBest fit of DGCI

NSB when the corresponding parameter is subtracted

the experimental error listed in Table 1.
cA change within �0:1kcal=mol of DGNSB compared to the

unperturbed value of DGNSB (i.e., no error included in the involved

parameters) is termed ‘‘�’’ in this table. The best fit of DGNSB values of

the unperturbed parameter set is �4:1kcal=mol for CI and

�4:2kcal=mol for Cro.
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PRM activity data from Dodd et al. (2001) (see Fig. 2).
These data are obtained in absence of the left operator
ðOLÞ that excludes the possibility of long-range loop
formation between OR and OL (Révet et al., 1999) and
thereby violating Eq. (1). The best-fit procedure is
performed as described in Appendix B and we obtain
DGCI

NSB ¼ �4:1 kcal=mol:
3 This value is comparable with

the in vitro result of Senear and Batey (1991) who found
a DGCI

NSB of �3:7 kcal=mol for a 1.7 kbp fragment at
200 nM as KCl and 20 
C: Despite the relatively short
DNA fragments, the latter optimized fit was not
improved by including cooperativity for neighboring
dimers, justifying the neglect of cooperative NSB as we
have done in the present work for the entire genome in
vivo. Koblan and Ackers (1992) obtained for similar
conditions as Senear and Batey (1991) an approximate
DGCI

NSB around �3:5 kcal=mol: We also note that Aurell
et al., 2002 estimate a minimal DGCI

NSBof �2:0 kcal=mol
by comparing their model (similar to the model in this
work although some parameter values are different) to
data of Johnson et al. (1981).
In Fig. 2 we show the activity data obtained in vivo.

The dashed line corresponds to the original model in
which NSB for CI is ignored (DGCI

NSB !1), clearly
showing that without NSB the data cannot be reason-
ably reproduced as then PRM model data are signifi-
cantly shifted to the left in the activity–concentration
plot. In contrast, with NSB in the model the data are
nicely described. The fraction of bound CI versus the
total number of CI is displayed in Fig. 3. For a lysogen
(� 250 CI monomer equivalents per cell) we find that
86% of the total number of CI are nonspecifically
3The square root of the least quadratic error for the activity

(between theory and experiment) divided by the number of experi-

mental data points is 5:0 s�1 (units as in Fig. 2).
bound. Effectively, this observation leads to a significant
dilution of the free cellular volume. We note that for E.

coli lac repressors in vivo Kao-Huang et al. (1977)
estimated that less than 10% of the repressors are free in
solution.
Let us estimate the error bars for the DGCI

NSB due to
the experimental error underlying the parameters enter-
ing the fit. In Table 2 we present the results from
systematic perturbations of the different parameters
involved in the model, where the parameters, one by
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Fig. 4. Experimental LacZ activity of PRM (also shown in Fig. 2).

Vertical error bars indicate 20% relative uncertainty in the activity

while horizontal error bars indicate 20% relative uncertainty in the

concentration. Only every second data point of Dodd et al. (2001) is

shown to make the figure more clear.

Table 3

Relative change in activity at lysogenic concentration (½CIt	 � 370nM

and ½Crot	 � 0) compared to wild-type activity at promoters PRM and

PR due to perturbations of �1kcal=mol of the different affinities of CI

þ1kcal=mol �1kcal=mol

PRM PR PRM PR

DG1 �0.2a 2.7 0.1 �0.8

DG2 �0.3 2.4 0.1 �0.8

DG3 0b 0 �0.1 0

DG12 �0.3 2.3 0.1 �0.8

DG23 0 0 0 0

DGRM �0.5 0 0.2 0

DGR 0.1 �0.8 �0.2 2.8

a
�0:2 corresponds to a 20% reduction of the activity.
b0 corresponds to a relative change in activity less than �5%:
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one, are added to and subtracted from the experimental
error, respectively, as listed in Table 1, for example when
we add the experimental error 0.3 kcal/mol to the wild-
type GFE of DG1; the optimized (best fit) DGCI

NSB

changes to �4:0 kcal=mol as stated in Table 2. DGCI
NSB is

most sensitive to the experimental error of DGR: The
experimental error in the GFE for the CI monomer–di-
mer equilibrium is �0:3 kcal=mol (Koblan and Ackers,
1991) and leads to negligible change in the best fit
estimate of DGCI

NSB:
In order to estimate the total error of DGCI

NSB we
search for the largest deviation of this parameter
compared to the mean (unperturbed) value
(�4:1 kcal=mol) due to simultaneous perturbations of
the parameters in Table 1 within the experimental error.
This results in an error estimate of �0:9 kcal=mol for
DGCI

NSB: The experimental error of the activity of Dodd
et al. (2001) is unknown to the authors’ knowledge.
However, assuming a relative uncertainty of the activity
of 20% (vertical error bars in Fig. 4), with the
concentration unchanged, does not change the DGCI

NSB:
Conversely, allowing a relative uncertainty of 20% in
the protein levels (horizontal error bars in Fig. 4), leads
to a change in DGCI

NSBo0:2 kcal=mol:
It is reasonable to assume that OR mutations will not

affect DGCI
NSB: By applying the DGCI

NSB value obtained
above, we tried to fit activity data from Dodd et al.
(2001) corresponding to the two different single base
substitutions of OR3 termed r1 and c12. These muta-
tions are supposed to change the DG3 free energy (i.e.
DDG3) by þ2:9 and �0:8 kcal=mol; respectively (Sarai
and Takeda, 1989), but one should note that they are
measured in vitro and at different temperature (0 
C)
compared to the in vivo experiment by Dodd et al.
(2001). Furthermore, since PRM is overlapping OR3;
these mutations are likely to perturb DGRM as well. By
applying the DDG3 results from Sarai and Takeda (1989)
we are able to fit the activity of the mutants of Dodd et
al. (2001) by DDGRM values of �0:3 kcal=mol; for r1,
andþ0:5 kcal=mol; for r12. This may indicate that single
base substitutions of OR3 influence the GFE for RNAP
association to PRM :
To obtain a more systematic picture of the sensitivity

of the activity upon mutations in the presence of NSB,
we perform a similar analysis as pursued by Bakk et al.
(2004a) (and further expanded in Bakk et al., 2004b),
however, NSB is included this time. In light of the
exceptional stability of the lysogenic state (Brooks and
Clark, 1967; Aurell et al., 2002) we study the system in
this concentration regime (�370 nM). Due to the
(assumed) zero Cro concentration in a lysogen the
relevant affinities are the ones related to CI and RNAP.
These are, one by one, perturbed �1 kcal=mol; in order
to mimic mutations, whereupon the relative shift of the
activity (sensitivity) is calculated from our thermody-
namic model (Table 3). The sensitivity of a lysogen is
larger for PRM in the present work compared to Bakk et
al. (2004a), a natural consequence of the lowered CI
concentration. Although we applied a different CI
affinity set in the latter case, the most important
difference between the two works is that the free
concentration of CI dimers was 79 nM in Bakk et al.
(2004a), while in the present work due to the NSB, this
concentration is only 12 nM. A striking feature of a
lysogen, except for the parameter DGRM ; is that the
sensitivity of PRM upon perturbations of the affinities is
much smaller compared to the corresponding sensitivity
of PR:

3.2. Cro

In order to estimate the NSB of Cro, we apply PR

activity data from Pakula et al. (1986) where the cellular
CI concentration is zero (see Fig. 5). The analysis for
Cro is performed in a similar manner as we did for CI.
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Fig. 5. Activity of PR in LacZ units (Pakula et al., 1986) versus total

Cro concentration (logarithmic scale). The CI concentration is zero.

‘‘wild-type’’: experimental data from Pakula et al. (1986). Due to the

logarithmic concentration scale the zero cro data point is not shown

(LacZ activity 2411 s�1); ‘‘best fit’’: best-fit curve from theoretical

expressions (Eqs. (1) and (3)) yielding DGCro
NSB ¼ �4:2 kcal=mol;

‘‘no NSB’’: theoretical prediction without nonspecific binding

(DGCro
NSB !1).
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The best-fit value of DGCro
NSB is �4:2 kcal=mol:4 The

experimental data and the theoretical prediction are
shown in Fig. 5. As for CI (Fig. 2) we see that the fit
without the NSB term is unsatisfactory. This further
emphasizes the need for a term that incorporates the
NSB for models describing similar systems, as we have
performed in this work.
From the results of the error analysis presented in

Table 2 it is only the error in DGR that is able to perturb
the DGCro

NSB value more than 0.1 kcal/mol. However, it
should be noted that the experimental errors associated
with Cro-DNA binding are small (p0:2 kcal=mol)
compared to that of CI. DGNSB is sensitive within the
experimental error of DGR for both CI and Cro. The
error in the GFE for the Cro monomer–dimer equili-
brium is �0:2 kcal=mol (Darling et al., 2000a) and leads
to negligible change in DGCI

NSB when included.
The total error of DGCro

NSB; resulting from the
combination of the experimental errors in the different
parameters as listed in Table 1 is �0:8 kcal=mol: Thus,
best fit values of DGNSB and the error estimates for CI
and Cro dimers are similar. When we systematically
include 20% error in the wild-type activities of Cro or
20% error in the Cro concentrations, as we did for CI
(corresponds to vertical and horizontal error bars as
shown for CI data in Fig. 4), and fit data to the limits of
the error bars we find that DGCro

NSB changes o�
0:2 kcal=mol: This analysis is performed to estimate
the impact of experimental errors on DGCro

NSB; because the
error estimates of the experimental activities are
4The square root of the least quadratic error for the activity

(between theory and experiment) divided by the number of experi-

mental data points is 19:8 s�1 (units as in Fig. 5).
unknown to the authors. However, note in the case
where the experimental error turns out to alter the shape
of the activity curve the effect may be more significant.
We note that Reinitz and Vaisnys (1990) were not able
to improve their fit to the PR data of Pakula et al. (1986)
by including NSB. However, one should bear in mind
that these authors did not convert the Cro concentra-
tions reported by Pakula et al. (1986) to absolute
amounts, as we do here. Furthermore, the nonspecific
binding itself does not alter the shape of the activity
curve much, and consequently, Reinitz and Vaisnys
(1990) were not able to detect any difference between the
fits with and without NSB included in their model.
Furthermore, Aurell et al. (2002) applied a similar
model compared to the model we apply in this work for
Cro, although with different parameter values, and they
concluded by comparing their model to the concentra-
tion corresponding to half repression in the data of
Pakula et al. (1986) that NSB is of order �3:0 kcal=mol:
As for CI, a significant amount of Cro is nonspeci-

fically bound, however, this fraction for Cro is lower
than for CI (Fig. 3). The main reason for that is the
weak dimerization constant of Cro, relative the one for
CI. At total Cro concentrations 410�7 nM more than
50% of Cro is bound at nonspecific sites.
In order to further pursue the error analysis we

performed for CI (Table 3) we apply the method
performed by Bakk et al. (2004b), which they applied
to the same system without NSB. Shortly explained, the
DNA binding free energies of CI, Cro, and RNAP are
perturbed within the experimental error to check the
uncertainty of the activity. The perturbations are
performed such that the DGs are simultaneously chosen
at random (Gaussian distribution) around the literature
(mean) values, with a width corresponding to the
experimental error. Within this procedure we also
assume that the Cro production is in equilibrium, thus,
for a given CI concentration the Cro concentration is
implicitly given (see Fig. 6a). In the thermodynamic
description as explained above, with the randomly
drawn protein-DNA binding energies as input and the
Cro concentration determined self-consistently, we
calculate the corresponding activities of the promoters
PRM and PR: By repeating this procedure we obtain a
mean value (� in Fig. 6b) of the activity that roughly
corresponds to unperturbed activity (fully drawn lines in
Fig. 6b). The standard deviation emerging from this
scheme, a measure of the sensitivity due to experimental
error, is significant (typically 420% relative to wild-
type activity). However, we note that the in vivo
experiments of Bailone et al. (1979) showed that the
PRM activity may be significantly reduced, and still the
lysogenic state is maintained. Thus, within the error
estimates showed in Fig. 6b the promoter activities are
probably sufficiently separated to make the l-switch
feasible.
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Fig. 6. (a) Total Cro concentration versus total repressor concentra-

tion (logarithmic scale) where the Cro concentration is determined self-

consistently as described by Bakk et al. (2004b). (b) Promotor activity

versus total CI concentration where Cro concentration is determined

self-consistently. The scaling of the activities are similar to Shea and

Ackers (1985). ‘‘no perturbation’’: PRM activity based on the literature

(mean) values of the parameters; ‘‘scattering’’ PRM activity calculated

from the perturbation scheme (within experimental error) described by

Bakk et al. (2004b), yielding a mean value (�) and corresponding error

bars (error bars corresponding to absolute errors 43:4� 10�4 s�1 are

omitted). All plots are based upon the DGNSB values �4:1 kcal=mol for
CI and �4:2 kcal=mol for Cro.
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4. Summary and conclusion

We extended the thermodynamic model of Ackers et
al. (1982) that describes specific protein-DNA associa-
tion of the regulatory proteins CI and Cro to OR; by
introducing nonspecific binding (NSB), i.e. we incorpo-
rate the effect of protein-DNA binding outside OR: By
fitting our model, where the Gibbs free energy upon
NSB (DGNSB ) is a free parameter, to experimental in
vivo data we obtain the DGNSB values �4:1�
0:9 kcal=mol for CI and �4:2� 0:8 kcal=mol for Cro.
These DGNSB values seem reasonable keeping in mind
that in vitro experiments give NSB estimates for CI
around �3:6 kcal=mol (Senear and Batey, 1991; Koblan
and Ackers, 1992). We note that our model including
NSB shows excellent agreement with both experimental
data sets for CI and Cro, in contrast to the model
without NSB where we are not able to reasonably
reproduce the in vivo data.
By applying the DGNSB obtained from the optimized

fit to the in vivo activity data, we estimate at a typical
lysogenic concentration (� 250 CI molecules per cell)
that 86% of the total number of CI repressors are
nonspecifically bound, i.e. there remain around 10 free
dimers per cell. A significant NSB was also seen in vivo
experiment by Kao-Huang et al. (1977) with E. coli lac

repressors, who concluded that less than 10% of the E.

coli lac repressors in vivo are free in solution, i.e. most
regulatory proteins are nonspecifically bound.
The finding in our work that most of the cellular CI in

a lysogen is bound to DNA outside OR should also be
included in future modeling (equilibrium as well as non-
equilibrium studies) of the OR-system. We note that the
majority of the modeling attempts of the system has
only considered the free (unbound) and OR-bound states
of CI and Cro (Ackers et al., 1982; Shea and Ackers,
1985; Darling et al., 2000b; Santillán and Mackey,
2004). If the large fraction of nonspecifically bound CI
and Cro proteins is representative for other E. coli

intracellular proteins as well, one may think that this has
some impact on the stiffness (and local melting proper-
ties) of the DNA. Thus, the sum of all NSB-bound
proteins associated with the l phage genome may have
some impact on the energetics associated with the OR-
OL DNA-loop (this loop was first described by Révet
et al. (1999)).
We also investigate two single base mutants of OR3;

r1 and c12, that Dodd et al. (2001) have provided PRM

LacZ activity data on. We apply the DDG estimates for
CI of Sarai and Takeda (1989) and predict a DDG for
the RNAP affinity to PRM of order �0:3 and
þ0:5 kcal=mol for r1 and c12.
Due to the significant NSB in the cell that leads to low

concentrations of the regulatory proteins, it might be
relevant to model the system with spatial and/or time-
dependent protein distributions (noise) (Metzler, 2001;
Ozbudak et al., 2002; Elowitz et al., 2002; Aurell and
Sneppen, 2002; Blake et al., 2003; Raser and O’Shea,
2004). We also note that Isaacs et al. (2003) performed a
partly theoretical and partly experimental in vivo study
of an isolated module of OR: They concluded that noise
is a significant factor in genetic regulation, and, in
particular in systems of low particle numbers. There are
indications that noise is significant also in the naturally
occurring OR-system (Bæk et al., 2003). This stochasti-
city and low free regulatory protein-concentrations
might actually make the switch from the lysogenic to
the lytic state more efficient, which adds to the effect of
the OR-OL looping (the latter reduces the CI concentra-
tion compared to the situation when the OL is absent
(Dodd et al., 2001)). Arkin et al. (1998) also point out
that the stochastic character, due to low free cellular
protein concentrations, such that stochasticity becomes
a necessary ingredient to predict the dynamics of l
phage infected E. coli cells and related systems.
However, one should keep in mind that fluctuations in
the free particle numbers may be damped significantly
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due to the large number of nonspecifically bound species
that effectively act as a buffer in this respect.
Another interesting issue, in light of the significant

NSB reported herein, is that specific binding of proteins
may profit from the nonspecifically bound portion of the
proteins, i.e. a combination of a one-dimensional
diffusion process along the DNA and protein inter-
change between close DNA segments as a source for
specific binding that then comes in addition to the pool
of freely accessible proteins in solution (Berg et al., 1981;
von Hippel and Berg, 1989; Gerland et al., 2002). This
diffusion process corresponds to a specific protein
translocation on the DNA that opens the possibilities
for sliding, hopping, and intersegment/interdomain
protein transfer.
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Appendix A. Expression for NSB

Consider the binding of CI dimers to the E. coli

genome of Nbp ¼ 4:6� 106 base pairs. As for the specific
binding to OR we assume that only dimers bind
nonspecifically in significant amounts (Ptashne, 1992).
We assume that each dimer covers l base pairs (bp).
Then, the number of combinations for binding q dimers
to the DNA is ½Nbp � qðl� 1Þ	!=q!½Nbp � lq	! (McQui-
stan, 1968). The grand canonical partition function for
protein–DNA binding is then

X ¼
XNbp=l

q¼0

½Nbp � qðl� 1Þ	!

q!½Nbp � lq	!
ri; ðA:1Þ

where

r ¼ ½CI2	 expð�DGCI
NSB=ðRTÞÞ: ðA:2Þ

[CI2] is the free CI dimeric concentration (in molar) and
DGCI

NSB is the free energy change for NSB upon DNA-
binding of CI dimers. We note in the experimental
‘‘window’’ we compare our model to leads to DGNSB �

�4 kcal=mol and ½CI2	o1:1mM; thus, r51:
We consider the model in the low density limit where

the mean number of NSB-bound dimers (NNSB) yields
NNSB5Nbp:Using Stirling’s formula

5 the most probable
term in the partition sum of Eq. (A.1) is approximately
Nbpr: Furthermore, X is nearly symmetric around Nbpr

and has a variance � 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nbpr

p
: This means that NNSB �
5n! �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pn
p

ðn=eÞn; where the relative error is less than 0.01 for nX10:
Nbpr and by inserting r from Eq. (A.2) we obtain

NNSB � Nbp½CI2	 expð�DGCI
NSB=ðRTÞÞ: ðA:3Þ

That is in this binding limit without overlaps, each
protein binds independently. The result in Eq. (A.3) is
also supported by numerical evaluation leading to a
relative error less than 0.02 between the approximate
and the exact value of NNSB for the parameters within
the experimental range we study. Eq. (A.3) is the same
expression that von Hippel et al. (1974) proposed for
NSB. Finally, we note that the value l ¼ 1 in Eq. (A.1)
leads to the binomial distribution that has the exact
expectation value Nbpr:
Appendix B. Fitting procedure

The activity at PRM is

ActivityRM ¼ aProbRM ðDGCI
NSBÞ; ðB:1Þ

where ProbRM ðDGCI
NSBÞ is the probability for binding of

RNAP at PRM calculated from Eq. (1), and indicates
that ProbRM depends upon DGCI

NSB: Note that according
to Hawley and McClure (1982), a CI dimer bound to
OR2 is estimated to increase the transcription rate by a
factor 11 (Shea and Ackers, 1985) that is implicitly
included in the activity in Eq. (B.1) (see Eq. (4) of Bakk
et al. (2004a)). a is a proportionality constant that scales
ProbðDGCI

NSBÞ to the experimental activity (unit: s�1).
The model in Eq. (B.1) has two free parameters, a and
DGCI

NSB: The best-fit procedure of the activity is
performed as a two-dimensional grid search over a

and DGCI
NSB; where the least quadratic error (between

theory and experimental data points) is pursued
(Bevington and Robinson, 1992). The procedure is
repeated for finer grids until an accuracy of DGCI

NSB

within 0.01 kcal/mol is obtained.
The activity for PR is defined in a similar manner as

Eq. (B.1):

ActivityR ¼ ~aProbRðDGCro
NSBÞ; ðB:2Þ

where ProbRðDGCro
NSBÞ is the probability for binding of

RNAP at PR: The fitting procedure is performed as
described for the PRM activity above where ~a and DGCro

NSB

are free (fitting) parameters in the model.
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